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by * Robert T • Knapp 
History of Cavitation Investignt~on 
In 1947 the David Taylor Model Basin of the Navy Department published an 
annotated bibliography of ca-v~aa·(·ion.(l)-lH~ This bibliography contains refer-
ences to over 800 articles and gives a comprehensive coverage of the literature 
in this field up to the time of pubJ.ication. A brief examination suffices to 
show t"Pat this bibliography contains sufficient information to permit the con-
struction of a general outline of the course of the development of work in the 
field of cavitation. The annotations on the individual items make it possible 
to classify the articles in a number of · interesting ways, some of which can be 
presented easily by means of histograms. 
One of the simplest classifications is that of order of appearance . 
Fig. 1 is based on the entire group of articles and shows the number of publi-
cations appearing each year wlthout regard to the particular aspects of cavita-
tion Ydth which they deal. It is a rather common impression that the hydrody-
namic disease of cavitation has been recognized only quite recently. Those hav-
ing this impression may be somewhat shocked to observe that in 1754 Euler, in 
his discussion of hydraulic turbines, recognized the possibility of trouble due 
to cavitation, although he did not call it by that name. However, it will be 
seen that the 19th century was not very productive, at least as far as number 
of articles is concerned, since the first one appeared about 1865 and only 18 
articles are found in the 35 years that remained in that century. The first 
20 years of the 20th century showed a definite increase in interest in cavita-
tion, since 42 articles are listed during this interval. This is an average of 
slightly over two articles per year, as compared to slightly under one article 
every two years for the latter part of the 19th century. However, during the 
first 20 years of this century it will be observed that the average production 
did not vary appreciably. The big change in interest dates from about 1920, 
since the following 5-year period averages nine articles per yearo The inter-
est grew rapidly, as shown by an average of 24 articles per year for the next 
5-year periodo For the 5-year period beginning 1930 the average is 36 per year, 
and for the 1935 :period it is 48. This is an all-time high. For the five years 
beginning with 1940 the number of articles appearing every year dropped to 18. 
The last three years covered qy the bibliography, i.e~, 1945, 1946, and 1947, 
averaged only 12 articles per year. Two factors which tend to explain this 
great drop in the number of articles on cavitation are (a) the interruption in 
the normal lines of activity caused by the outbreak of war , and (b) the fact 
that knowledge concerning some aspects of caVitation was recognized as having 
military value and therefore not publishable. 
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If an examination is made of the country of ong1.n of the publications, 
it will be found that l3o per cent of them come from three groups: United 
stat es, United K:Lngdom, and Germany pl us Switzerland. The number of papers 
originating in the Unit~d Kingdom is about one- half of that originating in ei-
ther of tho other two gr oups . Fig. 2 shoVfs the histograms for the articles 
pub) i.shed in the ·.;e thr~o ·J areas . It will be seen immediately that the United 
Kin; rlom shi")-:Ted tie grer. ,est c:ctivity in the early stages of the work . Indeed, 
onl~ one a-rticle. was puulished in the United States in the last century md 
that was in 1899 . Up t0 1920 the United Kingdom h ad published more articles 
on cavitation th1n the nther ·;wo groups combined. Itf ;).bout 1925- ?·) each of 
the three e,roups had P"'-·lish<· 1 the same t otal number ot' art ·• cles , ,JUt si. i Ce 
that. time the United Ki 1·~gdom ; although exhi bi tin~ a CYltinuing interest, has 
been out- producetl by th0 othc.J.' two ._:roups . In .'1e ca!:> ~ of the Germany-s· .itzer-
lan\.1 1rou- Lhe r harp cn rtail·.wnt ar. the onset o: the ~. _r i ~ rery f'•rident 
when:as t~ ~ othf:;': two LI oup[ ~how 1 •:ch less efi~ct . 
Two other types of classifi t-ation have proved ':.tere· .ing: '1. classi-
fication according to ~ubject; i. e . , the cavit- taon p . JCesf.. , t.he ej fects of 
cavitation on p c..cf ormc 1ce , ;-nd dar. .1.ge due: to c .ri tatJ. . ., ; an · ~ 2~ c • ass if:: ca-
tion accor ding to app:coach, i.e . , Lheory, desc1.' ption. and t. ':peri11 · nt. ::..n 
dealing wi +h the~·e clas'3ifications the number 0!' list. gs e> . 0eds -·.onsid _ rably 
the number of articles -since :nany ,,.r·ticles cont. ·in m0·· ~ the· : .me · ·:>ject or 
approach. If totals al.:me ax·e con:...i.dered , the _· ;llm·;: 1g ty, table., show 1ow 
the lnterest is divideJ with r espect to subject and a, ·)roac. · 
T.1.ble I. Classification Accordin g 
Cavjta- Effects of 
tion Cavitation on 
Process Performance 
Totals 211 490 
to Subject 
Cavita-
tion 
Damage 
273 
Table JI. Cla~sification According to Approach C Th _;~;- Description. E>cpe-riments 
~~-Total:-; __ :_52 2J5 ·-- -~[·-~----
If interest is .:..ndicc::·,ed by the number or artides p·.•blishcd, two facts 
stand out immedi.J.tely from C!'t examination of th~se tct..als: Lirst, the i •1terest 
in t.he effects r f cav · ;..atio:1 on pe.,..formance is qual ~.oo thE. combit ·3d interest 
in the cevitatj ·n p r occ;ss i i .~elf ::r·.d in cnvita+i ::>n d; tage; ,·; ·. d sec ::md, inter est 
in the exnerimental a!--,:.•roac!l is ey_ .al tc the c..:: oine~ interest in l,heory and 
descriptJ.on. 
-.}-
Classifying the articles according to subject brings out another fact . 
Interest in both the cavitation process and in the effects of cavitation on 
performance developed as soon as the phenomenon was recognized; whereas little 
or no mention of damage occurs until the beginning of the 20th century. 
Mechanics of Cavitation 
An attempt will now be made to evaluate the present state of knowledge 
in several different areas of the cavitation field . This lvill be followed qy 
a brief discussion of some of the more important problems for future investi-
gation. It should be understood that this material does not purport to be a 
consensus of the workers now active in the field, but is simply an expression 
of the current opinion of the author . 
It is now generally recognized that cavitation is a dynamic process in-
volving the formation and collapse of vapor- filled cavities in a flovdng liquid. 
With a normal liquid these cavities form in regions where the local pressure 
drops to vapor pressure and would drop below vapor prt:ssure if the cavity did 
not form . Conversely, cavity collapse commences when a vapor cavity is trans-
ported into a region where the local pressure is above vapor pressure . Studies 
of a large number of cavitating regions by stroboscopic light and by high speed 
motion pictures have shovm that ther& are several different types of cavita-
tion which have quite distinctive characteristics . In one very common type a 
vapor cavity is observed which remains fixed with respect to the boundary sur-
face . Such a cavity fills a region of comparatively constant pressure which 
closely approaches the vapor pressure of the liquid . Such cavities have the 
follovdng general characteristics: 
(a) The liquid- vapor interface is very activeo There is evidence of 
considerable interchange of material between the two phases , presumably with 
vaporization in the upstream regions and condensation towards the downstream 
end . There is physical entrainment from the dovmstream end of such cavities 
of vapor or gas by the liquid stream. The character of this entrainment varies 
with conditions from a smooth, very fine- grained process to a violent, large-
scale process in which a major fraction of the cavity may be suddenly swept a-
way immediately followed by a regrowth up to the critical length, at which tiree 
entrainment is resumed. 
(b) There is a relatively rapid circulation of vapor or gas vdthin the 
cavity, induced by the interfacial friction with the flovdng liquid. 
In another distinctive ~e of cavitation a series of discrete cavities 
are formed which are not fixed to the solid boundary but travel with the local 
velocity of the liquid, although their paths may lie extremely close to the 
30lid boundary. In cases in which the pressure distribution in the flow is 
knovm for the noncavitating conditions , cavities of this type have been stud-
ied in situations in which the total volume of the voids was so small that it 
could be assumed that their presence had little effect on the pressure distri-
bution. (~ In such cases the cavity is detected at the point in the liquid 
where the pressure first drops to vapor pressure. The cavity continues to 
grow as long as the pressure is at or below vapor pressure and starts to col-
lapse as the pressure becomes gr~ater than vapor press ure . Experimental 
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measurements of the time rates of growth and collapse of such isolated spheri-
cal cavities agree very well with the behavior that would be predicted from 
the classical theory of Rayleigh . ( 3) The deviations that are found to exist 
appear in the direction that would be expected from the idealized boundary con-
dition used by Rayleigh, e . g., nonviscous , incompressible liquid, completely 
empty cavity . If this type of cavitation is observed as the intensity is in-
creased, it is seen that the number of cavities per unit area increases rapid-
ly and the :;tate is soon reached where there is 0bvious interference between 
then!j so th3.t they no longer ;=tppr oximate spheres . During tb0 gr owth period 
tvro vr morf may coalesce, and in the collapse zone the inter'3.ction is so com-
plicated they often collapse in tandem, i.e., tha first in c: serie.s collaoses 
into the second, etc . Although such distortion and interference mJke any a-
naly sis difficult or impossible, it is quite oblious that the mechanics of the 
proc0 ,s is the s~~e as that for the solitary traveling spherical void. 
Occa>ionally it i s po~3ible, ~varying the preJsure: velocity, rela-
tiv.:. <Jize, etc . t,) obtain two sets of condition::J for t'te san:e. geometrical shape 
and t.he sawe cav~tation parameter, where, for one ~et of conditions the fixed 
type of cavity is observed, and for the other, the tro:.veling voids . Visual 
and photographic measurements show that the cavities cuver a'(:proximately the 
same relative area on the body . It is estimated that the vo lume of voids for 
the 'O typ .s ar\. compa·~able. It therefore appears th t the .:lnd r esult is a-
about the E:ame in both types of cavitation, i.e.) enou ~h cavity volume is cre-
ated to relieve tne ten::;ion that would otherwise exist in the: liquid in the 
cavi -r.ating region~ . 
Thel' t:: is .mother very distinctive type of cavitation that is quite com-
mon . This has b0en observed so frequently at the tips of propeller blades that 
it i .3 usually called 11tip 11 cavitation. In this type the cavity forms in the 
core of a vortex . It thus appears as a very long, small diameter tube . On 
revolving propellors these tubes appear as helices . It should be noted that 
these cavity tub~s trace the path o1' the propeller tips relative to the liquid 
and hence do not conform with the flow lines of the liquid. 
From time to time what appear to be other types of cavitation have been 
observed . Usually a little s~udy of their physical characteristics sho>~ that 
they are m~de up of a combination of the three types just described. 
Effects of Liquid Properties on Cavitation 
The previous description of the mechanics of cavitation is typical of 
cavitation in normal liquids ~uch as water , and in rel~tively large scale in-
stallation:> such as cominercial pumps, turbines, or field structure::; in ge11eral . 
More detailed examination of the phenomenon has indicaLed th~t unde r some con-
eli ti0ns th~ properties of the liquid may affect the cavitativn paru.meter~~ at 
*The cavitation parameter may be defined as PL- Pc K = 7-
PT 
where pL is the 
pressure in the undisturbed liquid and p is the pressure within the cavity, 
(usually the vapor pres Gure correspondin~ to the liquid t emperature), Vis 
the relative velocity, and p is the liquid density. 
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which cavitation first appears (incipient cavitation) and may possibly in-
fluence the type of cavitation observed. These liquid properties may be con-
sidered in two groups: first, the properties of the pure liquid, and second, 
the effect of possible impurities on these properties . In considering the 
properties of the pure liquid, if attention is first given to the method of 
formation of a bubble or void in a homogeneous liquid, the first property that 
must be considered is the tensile strength of the liquid. It is commonly as-
sumed that liquids have no tensile strength and yet both theory and experiment 
agree that pure homogeneous liquids have high tensile strength, of the order of 
tens of atmospheres or higher. It is obvious that if the tensile strength is 
effective, it will play an important role in determining the K for incipient 
cavitation. If in practice the liquid shows little or no tensile strength, 
the conclusion is that there must be flaws in the liquid, due either to the 
presence of impurities or to holes in the liquid structure itself. The pos-
sibilities of the latter are, of course, determined b,y the molecular structure 
of the liquid . Current theories on liquid structure appear to indicate that 
the probable number of holes per unit volume is far too small to account for 
the observed cavitation characteristics. This, therefore, tends to focus the 
attention on the role of the impurities. 
The role played by impurities in producing weak spots in liquids has 
not been completely explored. However, some general remarks can be made . If 
th~ impurities consist of completely dissolved gases there is good experimental ev~dence ( ) to show that they have little, if any, effect. For example, water, 
saturated with air at atmospheric pressure and tested at atmospheric pressure, 
has exhibited a tensile strength of approximately 500 lbs/sq in when proper 
precautions have been taken to assure that all of the air present is dissolved 
and that no trace remains in the gaseous phase . On the other hand, gases pres-
ent in the liquid in the gaseous phase are obvious flaws in the liquid, since 
their very presence requires the existence of a gas-liquid interface, and thus 
reduces the apparent tensile strength of the liquid in the immediate vicinity 
to zero. If the impurity is a completely miscible liquid it would appear to 
be comparable to a completely dissolved gas, i.e., it would be expected to be 
uniformly dispersed throughout the system; there would be no interface and it 
might be expected to change the effective tensile strength of the liquid only 
in proportion to its relative concentration and to the difference in its ten-
sile strength from that of the basic liquid. If the impurity is an immiscible 
liquid the situation is much less clear. If it is dispersed throughout the 
system, it would be expected to be present in small droplets. Each droplet 
could be considered as a potential flaw. This weakness would be determined by 
the interfacial forces as compared with the tensile strength of the pure li-
quid. If the impurity is a dissolved solid, it could be expected to fall in 
the same category as a dissolved gas or a miscible liquid and would presumably 
have little effect on the cavitation properties of the solvent. If the impu-
rity is a solid which is not soluble in the liquid, then each solid-liquid in-
terface is a flaw whose relative weakness depends upon many properties of both 
the solid and the liquid, such as whether or not the solid is wetted by the 
liquid, and if so, what is the strength of the bond, the size and shape of the 
individual solid particles, the surface tension of the liquid, etc. It is 
difficult to understand how minute gaseous bubbles could exist alone since it 
would be expected, as the size decreased, that the surface tension forces would 
become great enough to cause the gas to dissolve completely in the liquid. 
However, their existence on a solid-liquid or liquid-liquid interface appears 
possible. 
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If attention is again turned to the effect of the properties of the 
pure liquid on cavitation, and if it is assumed that a tiny cavitation void 
has been started by some means , it is clear that the thermodynamic properties 
of the liquid (the latent heat, the specific heat, and the heat conductivity) , 
will all affect the rate of growth of trus cavity for a given small pressure 
drop between the inside of the cavity and the surrounding liquid. It should 
be noted that the growing interest in the roles played by the properties of 
the liquid and its impurities i s not merely an academic one since these fac-
tors seem to be the most likely ones to explain both the differences in cavi-
tation behavior shown by dif ferent types of liquids, and the "scale effect" 
that is becoming recognized as existing between cavitation characteristics in 
geometri cally similar flows which differ appr eciably in s ize . This question 
of scale effect in cavit ation phenomena will be considered in somewhat more 
detai l in ' later section . 
The Effects of Cavitation on Per formance 
Like many other aspects of this phunomenon, th ... effects of the presence 
of cavitation on the p ·~rformance of hydraulic devices have long been recog-
nized but 3re still only partially understood. These effects manifest them-
selves in r<t lea::;t thr.::e different "<ays: 
A. An incr0ase in the resistance to flow . For (;Xamplt:; , in centrifugal 
and axial flow pUmps this effect may appear as an increase in power requi re-
ments accompanied by only relatively minor chan~es in the head and capacity of 
the unit . In turbines this effect may manifest itself as a drop in power out-
put for a given head and flow rate . One possible explanation of this increase 
in resist~nce is that it is the net result of two opposing factors, both of 
which are concerned with the existence of cavitation voids on or near the guid-
ing surfaces in the cavitation zone . The first factor is a decrease in skin 
friction on the portion of the surface covered by voids . The second is an in-
crease of form r·..:sistance due to the change in effective shape of the surface 
causad by the prdsence of the: voidt> . Another way of statinG this is that the 
presence of the voids introduces a new local disturbance which increases the 
flow loss . Experimental evidance of this balanca betv.-een tl'.o opposing ~..-ffects 
is that in some hydraulic machines a slight increase in efficiency has been 
observed at the inception of cavitation, followed by a drop as cavitation de-
velops . This implies 1hat, in the early stages, the decrease of friction more 
th~1 balanced the incr~ase in form drag . 
B. A major chang~> in or a breakdown of the- flow pattern . This effect 
m:mifests itself as an upper limit of the fTow i·ate ir respe(:tive of an increase 
in the pr L- ssure drop which c .... uses the flow. In a way, this effect may b~..- con-
sidered quite similar to the increase in resistance described under A sir.ce 
both are caused ·f->y the cavities that form in th-.:J flow. However, when th.; cav-
ity cross section becomes corrmensurate Ytith that of the remaining liquid stream, 
the flow velocity may be rad~cally altered both in ma~nitudc and d~rection . 
c. The development of 'ibration. The "spoiling'' of t}t_; flov1 by the 
presence of cavitation Irequcntly l • .:m1fests itself in premature senaration, 
the formal~ on of Khrman vorte-x-streets , and similar pulsating flov. phenomena. 
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If the frequency of pulsation approaches that of the fundamental or a major 
harmonic of a part of the machine involved, severe vibration may be expected. 
In uxtreme cases, powerful low frequency vibrations may be induced that are 
essentially hydrodynamic in character and do not depend upon resonance with 
any natural frequency of the machine parts . Hert- the mechanism may be roughly 
as follows: Assume that a constant head is available to produce flow in a 
given circuit whose resistanco is so low that if cavitation did not limit it, 
the flow velocity would be far afuove that for incipi ent cavitation. If the 
flovr starts from rest , cavitation will devolop as the velocity r eaches the in-
cipient cavitation value . As the velocity increases still further, both the 
degree of cavitation and the circuit resistance coefficient will increase . 
This latter may progress to such a point that the flovr is effectively blocked. 
\'Ii th the imposed head r emaining constant this may result in an incre:ase in 
pressure which suppresses the cavitation and thus leaves the flow free to ac-
cel~rate again until severe cavitation develops once more and the cycle is re-
peated . 
Mechenics of Cavitation Damage 
In this phase of the cavitation phenomenon there is a great deal more 
speculation than knowledge . One of the basic r easons for this state of affairs 
is th~t since cavitation damage is caused by the cavitation process, it is ex-
tremely difficult to obtain a sound understanding of the mechanic~ of cavita-
tion damage without first having a sound understanding of the mechanics of the 
cavit.1tion process itself . Thus it is little wonder that this field is still 
largely un~xplorcd . However, some landmarks have been charted by the many in-
divjduals who h~ve ventured into this area. Some of the principal on~s are: 
A. Cavitation can damage solids by purely mechanical processes . The 
evidence of this is of two kinds : ~ Cavitation causes severe damage under 
condition~ in which chemical action is impossible . For example, glass, quartz, 
or similar inert nonm~tallic materials are damag~d by cavitation in pure wa-
ter . Also such corrosion-resistant metals as stainless steel, stcllite, gold, 
platinum, are rt:::adily cL11•1aged by cavitation in liquids with which they do not 
react Chemically. 2. Several metallographic studies have shown quite clearly 
that metal surfaces damaged by cavitation also show evidence of mechanical 
working of the material . 
B. In many cases cavitation seems to stimulate corrosion . Experiments 
have indicated that for a giv~n substance there is a critical intensity of 
cavitation below which little or no detectable damage takes place . ~~en the 
cavitation intensity exceeds the threshold valuu the r ate of damage increase s 
suddenly and continues to increase as tho cavitation intensity increases . Tho 
situation for corrosion is sottH::wh~.t similar, i.e., a giv~n material may resist 
the corrosive action of given acids or salts if the concentration remnins be-
low the thrushold values; whereas if the concentrations are incr~ased abovu 
these values, appr~ciable corrosion drunng8 may r~sult . It has been found, how-
ever , that the combined effect of cavitation plus corrosion may produce damage 
und~r conditions in which either one acting alone does not . One example of 
this , which has recently come to the author 's attention, c Jncerns the op~r~tion 
of a ser ies of cast iron propellers in sen water . These prop.::llers showed 
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damage only in areas in which cavitation v1as knovm to occur . However, such 
damage was eliminated when a system of cathodic protection was installed. It 
should be noted that before the cathodic protwction was installed there was no 
damage to the cast iron inthe noncavitating regions, thus shovring that corro-
sion alone could not produce damage to this material . On the othor hand, when 
the cathodic prot~ction was install~d damage ceased in the cavitating r egions . 
It is difficult to b~lieve that the cathodic protection affected the intensity 
of th~ cavitation; it must be assumed that the cavitation alone was below the 
damage threshold. Thus, it seems logical to assume that the damage that did 
occur was the rt:sul t of the combined effect of the tvm actions, neither of 
which alone was severe enough to remove any material. It is the author's opin-
ion that this possibility of combining effects is responsible for much of the 
confusion which now exists in the literature on cavitation damage . 
C. The rate of damage o( a solid surface by cavitation is influenced by 
the surface finish, - the smoother and more flawless the finish the lower the 
damage rate . Thus, once damage commences it progresses at an accelerating 
rate, even though the conditions of flow are unchru1gcd . It is obvious that 
th~ damage must increase the hydraulic roughn~ss of the s~face, but the prin-
cipal effect on damage rate seems to be an increased focussing or intensifica-
tion of the shock waves from the collapsing voids. 
Relative Resistance of Various Construction Materials 
to Damage bY Cavitation 
In this phase of the cavitation field there is a tremendous amount of 
empirical information . Much of this information consists of direct obs~rva­
tions of actual use of various materials under cavitating conditions in hydraul-
ic structures and machines . The material under observation may be either an 
integral structural part of the equipment, or it may have been applied ac a 
protective. overlay . In some cases such protective layors art: put on during 
construction in areas where cavitation is considered most likely to develop . 
In other cases they are applied to repair cavitation damage . Many publications 
contain discussions concerning the effect of different methods of application 
of the protective layer, as w€:11 as evaluations of relative resistnnce to cavi-
tation of different protective materials . There appears to be a general con-
sensus that the best resistance to cavitation damage is exhibited by hard ma-
terials with a very high elastic limit and which are not corrod~d by the liquid 
used . Examples of such materials are stainl ess steel and stellit~ . One mate-
rial is a very interesting exception to these general rules . In some hydraulic 
equipment it has been found that a layer of rubber, properly cemented or vul-
canized to the metallic surfaces in tho critical areas, shows practicL'.lly no 
damage under conditions which caused r elatively severe damage of the metal sur-
face . However, if the intensity of cavitation is incrt:lased above some critical 
value, the rubber protective layer is destroyed rapidly. Under thes~ condi-
tions the layer has a tendency to come off in large units, and an examination 
of these pieces shows evidences of high internal t~mperatures . This behavior 
is in line with the concept that cavitation damage occurs by mechanical work-
ing . Since rubber has a relatively high hysteresis loss and a relatively low 
h~at conductivity, its internal temperature should rise under the effect of 
cavitation, and if the energy dissipated through hysteresis becomes great enough, 
its temperature rise could progress to the point at which the rubber would be 
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physically damaged. It is not meant to infer by this that metals could be dam-
aged qy hiGh internal temper~turos produced by stresses resulting from cavita-
tion, but only to emphasize the mechanical workinG of the material by the cavi-
tation forces . 
A large number of attempts have b~en made to classify the resistance of 
materials by means of laboratory tests devised to simulatd field conditions . 
Many such tests have been developed. In this country the one most used i s the 
magnetostriction method. In Europe, in addition to the magnetostriction method, 
the impingement of a str eam or individuil drops of the test liquid has been 
widely used. These tests are r eminiscent of the conditions that existed some 
yearn ago in the fi eld of strength of m::1terials when many methods were being 
propos~d for measuring the hardness of materials . Attempts were constantly be-
ing m"l.de to corr t;late the tE:!st results with othe.r physical properties such as 
t~nsil~ strength, wear resistance, etc . Although the diff~rent tests were pre-
sumably designed to ~casure the same physical property, th0 r esults showed con-
sid~rable disagreement . Also the attempts to correlate the hardness measure-
ments with other physical properties l ead to confusion . It is now apparent that 
much of tho difficulty lay in the f act that there was no clear picture either of 
the bAsic nature of hardness or of th~ factors involved in ''ear resistance and 
other physical phar acteristics of the material with which correlation was at-
t~mpted , The various laboratory tests to measure the r esistance of materials 
to cavitation damage ar~ showing the same types of difficulty, i . e . , the rela-
tive r esistances found cy the different methods do not always agree nor do the 
r~sults of field use necessarily rank thL material in the same order of mE:!rit . 
There are: many possible reasons for these discrepancies . There is no conclusive 
evidence that these labor atory tests actually simulate the conditions causing 
c;wi:ftation damage in field structures and machinas . Also it is not certain what 
are the significant parameters that must be controlled in these tests, as, for 
E:xrunpl e , the surface finish of the material and the intensity of the cavitation. 
In tlle author ' s opinion the latter is a fruitful source of difficulty . For 
example, the technique commonly used with the magnetostriction test is to es-
tablish a given frequency and amplitude of vibrntion of the specimen in the 
test liquid and then to observe the damage as measured by loss of weight as a 
function of time . If the oscil lation of the sp~cimen by the magnetostriction 
tube does produce conditions that are typical of cavitation, th~y are certainly 
only of cavitation at one given intLnsity . As pr~iously stated, there is good 
t;Vidence to show that dif fer ent materials have dif.ferent damage thresholds; 
however, there is little knowledge concurning the relationship between damage 
rntes and the intensity of cavi t;~ tion rc3lative to the threshold intensity . Al-
so there i~ little knovm concerning tho relative oohavior of materials having 
the same d.~age thr~shold. Thus, it would s~em desirable to be able to make 
tests of the relative r esistance of materials at the cavitation intensities 
corresponding to that encounter t}d in tho application undor consideration . How-
ev~r , at this point the investigator follovdng along this path finds himself on 
th~ br ink of an abyss gazing out over compl etely unknown territory, since no 
satisfactory muthod has been developed for measuring the absolute intensity 
of cavitation, eithwr in the laboratory or in the field . 
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Cavitation "Scale Effect" 
When a given phenomenon is investigated in the laboratory using r elative-
ly small equipment and limited amounts of power, the question usually arises as 
to how the information obtained can be extrapolated to the larger sizes and 
higher powers normally encountered in field applications. After a good basic 
understanding of the mechanics of the phenomenon has been obtained, this ques-
tion can be answered quite definitely. However, before such a basic understand-
ing has been r eached, it may be extremely difficult to obtain satisfactory an-
swers concerning the effects of a change of scale on the phenomenon . Many hy-
drodynamic phenomena fall under this category, and cavitation is certainly one 
of them. In the past it has been quite usual to assume that the cavitation 
parnmcter, K, offered a satisfactory tool for predicting cavitat ion performance 
on geometrically similar devices . The assumption was that tests of geometri-
cally similar objects of different size would all show the same cavitation per-
formance when operating at the same cavitation parameter . Since K involves on-
ly pressures and velocities, this is equivalent to assuming that cavitation is 
independent of size . In the last few years laboratory investigations have in-
dicated that a change in physical size does affect cavitat ion even Wlthin the 
relatively small variations possible with laboratory equipment . However, in 
some directions these experiments are not conclusive . There is good evidence 
to indicate that the properties of the liquid and its undissolved impurities 
play a significant r ole in its cavitation performance, but as yet little has 
been dono to control these properties other than to maintain a relatively con-
st<mt temperature and dissolved gas content . 
The evidences of scale effect found in the laboratory have all been in 
the same direction, i . e ., a suppression of cavitation until after the local 
pressure has dropped measurably below the vapor pressure . Another way of stat-
ing this is that an effective tensile strength may be observed under some l abo-
r atory conditions . This effective tensile strength appears to increase as ei-
ther size or velocity decreases . From this type of evidence, the author has 
tentatively concluded that for a given set of liquid conditions the significant 
parameters are size nnd shape of the t est body and veloci ty of flow, since 
these determine the intensity and duration of the tensile stress to which the 
liquid is subjected before cavitation begins, and that the depressi.on, ~K, of 
the incipient cavitation parameter below the value computed on the basis of ze-
ro tensile strength is a measure of their combined effects . · It is believed 
that probably some r elationship, f (v,d,~K) = Const . , exists o Such a r elation-
ship , if it could be found and verified both experimentally and analytically, 
would give a direct method of computing scale effect . Attempts to correlate 
such expressions as f).K.,fid::: Const ., and tJ.Ky..jd::: Const. with the experimental 
r esults have been somewhat encouraging, but the evidence is yet too meager to 
justify more than passive interest .(5) (6) 
Needs for Future Work 
It is always dangerous for a person to attempt to peer into the future 
and to make predictions as to what will take place . The author intends to make 
no such attempt with r egard to cavitation, but will oontent himself vrith a brief 
discussion of what he believes are some of the urgent needs for additional in-
f orma tion. 
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In the author ' s opinion, the most important immediate n~ed is for more 
detailed study of the mechanics of cavitation, in particular as it applies to 
the 11fixed11 type c<wity and to moving cavities so closely spaced as to cause 
mutual interaction . Such a study is inherently involved vii th the physical 
properties of liquids and of the normal imp uri ties that they contain so that, 
for all practical purposes , an investigation of the properties of the liquid 
system can be considered a part of the detailed study of the mechanics of cavi-
tation . 
Next in point of need would fall the investigation of the nechanics of 
cavitation damage . This does not necessarily mean that it is second in import-
ance, but simply reflects the fact that progress in many parts of this field 
must wait until more knowledge has been obtained about the mechanics of the 
cavitation process . 
It is believed that the most ser ious lacks in our knowledge of the ef-
fects of cavitation on per fo r mance are first , a quantitative understanding of 
the mechanics of the increased resistance to flow produced by cavitation, and 
second, the location and extent of various types of cav-i t;l tion nhich occur in 
hydraulic :nachines , end the effects of changes in operating condition::; on these 
qu211tities . 
Future work in the determination of the relative resistance of materials 
to cavitation damage should be guided by the knowledge that becomes available 
concerning the mechanics of the cavitation damage . It would appear that one 
fruitful field for investigation would be the development of an acceptable de-
finition of intensity of cavitation and of some rational measure of it which 
could be used both in actual hydraulic machines and structures and in the labo-
ratory equipment employed for determining r elative resistance . 
In the determination of scale effect for cavitation model studies , it is 
believed that more carefully controlled experiments would be valuable, because 
at the present time the amount of experimental information available is too 
meager and too limited in scope c~en to outline tho field . It must be remem-
bered that in this field it is necessary that scrupulous attention be given to 
::;ecure exact geometric similarity if valid results are to be obtained. It is 
~~ticipated that the analysis of the significance of the results in tlus field 
will be greatly assisted by the progress that will undoubtedly ba made in the 
understanding of the mechanics of cavitation . 
1 2 -
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